ABSTRACT Latent dependence forest models (LDFM) are a new type of probabilistic models with the advantage of not requiring the difficult procedure of structure learning in model learning. However, normalized joint probability computation and marginal inference are intractable for LDFM. In this paper, we proposed projective LDFMs (PLDFMs), a variant of LDFM, for which joint and marginal probabilities become tractable (cubic time with respect to the number of random variables) to compute while learning remains easy. We show that PLDFMs can be seen as a special case of sum-product networks (SPNs). We then propose sum-product projective dependence networks, a combination of PLDFMs and SPNs that scales up to a large number of random variables. Our extensive experiments on 29 datasets show that our models achieve competitive results with other probabilistic models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic models provide an important representation tool for many applications of natural language processing, computer vision, speech recognition and so on. Existing probabilistic models can be divided into two groups according to the tractability of probabilistic inference. For models such as Bayesian networks (BN) and Markov random fields (MRF), probabilistic inference is #P complete [20] in general. For other models, such as thin junction trees [1] and sum-product networks (SPNs) [18] , inference is tractable. Exact inference can be done for thin junction trees in linear time with respect to the number of factor nodes. Exact inference for SPNs can be done in linear time with respect to the network size. However, learning these models from data involves difficult structure search from a discrete model structure space. Recently, the latent dependency forest models (LDFMs) [3] were proposed which distinguish themselves from other probabilistic models by the fact that learning is formulated as a pure parameter optimization problem while the difficult procedure of structure search is not needed. The drawback, similar to the case of Markov random fields, is that normalized joint and marginal probabilities cannot be computed in polynomial time. So a natural question arises as to whether there exists a type of probabilistic models that have competitive representation power and tractable joint and marginal computation but still rely mostly on parameter optimization for learning.
In this work, we first propose a variant model of LDFMs called projective latent dependency forest models (PLDFM), which is inspired by projective dependency parsing in natural language processing [17] . Similar to LDFMs, PLDFMs can represent context-specific independence (i.e., independency between variables that only holds given a specific assignment of certain variables) and learning PLDFMs relies mostly on parameter optimization (instead of the difficult procedure of structure search). Unlike LDFMs, however, probabilistic inference is tractable in PLDFM (cubic time with respect to the number of random variables). We show that each PLDFM can be converted in cubic time into a SPN with linear increase in the model size, and therefore PLDFMs can be seen as a special case of SPNs. We then propose sum-product projective dependency networks (SP2DN), a combination of PLDFMs and SPNs that has lower inference time complexity than PLDFMs and thus can scale up to a large number of random variables. Each SP2DN has a partial SPN at the top and a set of PLDFMs at the bottom level. We evaluated our models on twenty nine datasets and show that our models are competitive with the state-of-the-art probabilistic models.
II. RELATED WORK A. TRACTABLE PROBABILISTIC MODELS
Probabilistic graphical models, such as Bayesian networks (BNs) and Markov random fields (MRFs), provide a fundamental way to represent complex dependencies among random variables [24] . However, in the worst case, exact inference requires exponential time with respect to their treewidth and is therefore intractable in general. It has been shown that using a probabilistic model with tractable exact inference outperforms using an intractable model with approximate inference in terms of probabilistic query accuracy.
Sum-product networks (SPNs) [18] are one type of tractable models that has been shown to subsume many other types of tractable models. A SPN represents a distribution over a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } by a rooted directed acyclic graph (DAG) with three types of nodes. Sum and product nodes are internal nodes representing the sum and product operations of their child nodes, and each leaf node (I X i =x i ) represents an indicator function over variable X i . The indicator variable returns 1 when this assignment is true and 0 otherwise. Each edge connecting a sum nodes and one of its child nodes is associated with a nonnegative weight. A SPN is recursively defined as a sub-SPN rooted at each node can also represent a function of indicator variables as inputs evaluated in a bottom up (feed forward) manner. Both joint and marginal probabilities can be computed in a SPN in linear time with respect to the size of the SPN. Learning SPNs, especially SPN structure learning, is still very challenging and several approaches have been proposed over the past few years [8] , [19] . However, almost all these tractable models need sophisticated structure learning procedures, which is very hard in general.
B. PROJECTIVE DEPENDENCY GRAMMAR
A dependency grammar is a very simple yet effective model to uncover dependency relations between words in a sentence in the natural language processing field. These dependency relations can be represented as a dependency parse tree. The difference between a projective parse tree and a nonprojective parse tree is that there is no edge crossing in a projective parse tree. Projective dependency grammars produce only projective parse trees and have been widely used for dependency parsing in both supervised and unsupervised learning settings. For supervised projective dependency parsing, Eisner [7] proposed an efficient dynamic programming algorithm. McDonald et al. [13] proposed a non-projective dependency parsing algorithm based on maximum spanning trees (MST) in directed graphs. For unsupervised projective dependency parsing, Paskin [17] proposed an inside-outside algorithm; Klein and Manning [10] proposed the dependency model with valence (DMV) which extends the projective dependency grammar with the valence condition and decision rules and outperforms the left-branching baseline for the first time on the Penn Treebank dataset; subsequently, many approaches based on DMV have been proposed that further improve the accuracy of unsupervised projective dependency parsing [4] , [5] , [9] , [21] , [22] .
III. LATENT DEPENDENCY FOREST MODEL
The latent dependency forest model (LDFM) [3] is a firstorder weighted graph based model for probabilistic representation of a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }. For the i-th variable X i , denote its domain by D(X i ) and its assignment by x i ∈ D(X i ). There is also a dummy root variable X 0 whose domain contains a single dummy value. The parameters of the model are = {w
where w x j |x i is a weight associated with assignments x i and x j representing the strength of their dependency relation. Given a data sample x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), we can build a first-order weighted dependency graph
A spanning tree from graph G x , called a latent dependency tree (or forest if the dummy root node is ignored), can be represented as T x = (V x , E T x ), where E T x is a subset of E x that forms the spanning tree. The weight of the spanning tree is the product of all the edge weights in E T x :
The weight of the samplep(x) can be calculated by summing over all possible spanning trees of G x ,
where T (G x ) is the set of all possible spanning trees of the weighted dependency graph G x . This weightp(x) can be tractably calculated via Matrix Tree Theorem [14] , [23] . The probability of the sample is then defined as the sample weight divided by the partition function (weight summation of all possible assignments). Chu et al. [3] also required that j =i x j w x j |x i = 1 and formulated LDFM as a generative model.
Learning LDFMs involves only the optimization of the parameters , which can be done using the Expectation Maximization [14] algorithm. The E-step computes edge expectation for each training sample and the M-step updates the parameters by normalizing edge expectations.
As for inference, Chu et al. [3] proposed two sampling based methods: Gibbs sampling and tree-augmented sampling. Tree-augmented sampling is much faster than Gibbs sampling but its results are a little bit worse than those of Gibbs sampling.
LDFMs are expressive for its ability for modeling contextspecific independence. Context-specific independence refers to independence between variables that only holds given a specific assignment of certain variables. For graphical models, like Bayesian networks, the independence assumptions among random variables are not related to the assignments of these random variables. However, as the LDFM computes the probability distribution by building the weight dependency graph over the assignments of variables rather than the variables, the LDFM has the ability to model context-specific independence. For more details, we refer the readers to the supplementary material of [3] .
Although LDFMs are quite expressive, being able to model context-specific independence, and their learning is easy, involving only parameter optimization, they have the drawback that both the partition function computation and the marginal inference are intractable. Approximate methods based on sampling are slow and cannot scale up to problems with hundreds of random variables.
FIGURE 1.
A non-projective dependency tree (left) and a projective dependency tree (right) for modeling assignments, where x i denotes True andx i denotes False. A Non-projective dependency tree allows crossing edges as shown in the left figure (the two edges x 4 → x 1 and root → x 2 cross) while a projective dependency tree does not allow crossing edges.
IV. PROJECTIVE LATENT DEPENDENCY FOREST MODEL A. MODEL REPRESENTATION
A projective latent dependency forest model (PLDFM) is a variant of LDFM in which there is a linear order between the random variables and the latent dependency tree must be projective. We use the subscripts of the random variables to denote the variable order, so the sequence of variables in this order is denoted by X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n . Given a data sample x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), we can construct a firstorder weighted dependency graph G x in the same way as for LDFM. We require that the actual dependency relations between the random variables form a projective spanning tree of G x , i.e., no two dependency relations cross each other if all the dependencies are drawn above the variable assignments placed in the predefined order. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between projective and non-projective dependency trees. The set of all possible projective spanning trees is denoted as T p (G x ). The weight of the data sample x is
As we consider only projective trees, the weight can no longer be calculated using Matrix Tree Theorem. Instead, we can use the inside algorithm of projective dependency grammars [17] to compute sample weight, which has cubic time complexity with respect to the variable number . We slightly extend the algorithm such that the dummy root can have multiple child nodes. Our algorithm will be described in section IV-B.
Based onp(x), the probability of a sample x specified by a PLDFM parameterized by is,
where Z ( ) is the partition function:
where X denotes all possible assignments of the random variables. The cardinality of X is exponential with respect to the number of random variables, so the partition function cannot be tractably calculated in LDFM. However, by slightly modifying the inside algorithm, we can compute the partition function in cubic time for PLDFM, as will be described in section IV-C.
Similar to the case of LDFM, we can specify a generative process of data samples by requiring that j =i x j w x j |x i = 1.
There are two differences between LDFM and PLDFM: firstly, there is a restriction in PLDFM that the spanning trees must be projective trees. Secondly, probability computation and marginal inference in PLDFMs are tractable while they are not tractable in LDFMs. For similarities, both the LDFMs and PLDFMs can model context-specific independence. What's more, learning of both models are easier than other probabilistic models, like BNs and SPNs.
B. INSIDE ALGORITHM FOR WEIGHT COMPUTATION
We adapt the inside algorithm of projective dependency grammars [17] to compute the weight of a data sample x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ). The algorithm recursively constructs spans from bottom up. A span represents a set of partial dependency parses characterized by the same signature over a contiguous subsequence of nodes (variable assignments), with the property that no node inside the subsequence has a parent outside the subsequence. A span can be connected if there exists an edge between its two end nodes. A span is simple if the span is connected or consists of only two nodes. Each span is characterized by a signature of the form
where,
• i and j are the indexes of the left and right nodes.
• b L , b R ∈ {T , F}, 1 where b L = T iff x i has a parent within this span and b R = T iff x j has a parent within this span.
• b ∈ {T , F}, where b = T iff the span is simple. The span length is defined as j − i + 1. There exist four operators on the spans: SEED, CLOSE-LEFT, CLOSE-RIGHT and JOIN. The SEED operator is defined by creating a new unconnected span over two adjacent nodes.
A CLOSE-LEFT or CLOSE-RIGHT operator on a unconnected span adds an edge between its end nodes. A CLOSE-LEFT operator adds an edge from the left end node to the right end node, while a CLOSE-RIGHT operator adds an edge in the opposite direction.
CLOSE-LEFT(
A JOIN operator is defined as taking two input spans that share the same end node and merging them to form a large span:
The JOIN operator has three preconditions,
• The shared end node only has one parent.
• The left span is simple.
Note that the preconditions are slightly different from the work of Paskin [17] to allow multiple children of the dummy root.
A Given a data sample x, we construct spans of increasing lengths using the four operators, until we obtain all spans that of length n + 1 (covering all the variables). For spans created by the SEED operator, we set their inside scores to 1. For any other span, its inside score is the summation of the scores of all the operators that result in the span, with the score of a CLOSE-LEFT or CLOSE-RIGHT operator being the weight of the added edge times the inside score of the input span, and score of a JOIN operator being the product of the inside scores of the two input spans.
The full inside algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Note that it differs from Paskin's inside algorithm [17] in the precondition of JOIN. The total time complexity of running the inside algorithm is O(n 3 ).
C. PARTITION FUNCTION AND MARGINAL WEIGHT COMPUTATION
As defined in section IV-A, the partition function Z ( ) is the weight sum of all possible assignments of the random variables. Here we describe an algorithm for marginal weight computation, of which computing the partition function is a special case. Given a set of evidence variables E ⊂ X with assignment e, let A(X) be the set of all possible assignments to all the variables that are consistent with e, let A(X i:j )(i ≤ j) be the set of all possible assignments to variables X i , . . . , X j that are consistent with the evidence e, then the marginal weight of e is defined as:p
The algorithm is an extension of the inside algorithm that computes a modified inside score for each span which is the weight sum of all the partial dependency parses over the span that are consistent with the evidence. We modify the span signature to i, x i , j, x j , b L , b R , b where x i and x j are an assignment of variable X i and X j respectively. We then redefine the four operators as follows.
Algorithm 1 The Inside Algorithm for Weight Calculation
Input: data sample x, a PLDFM with parameters for each span σ do β(σ ) ← 0 end for for i ← 0 to n − 1 do
We construct spans of increasing lengths that are consistent with the evidence using the four modified operators and compute their modified inside scores, until all spans of length n + 1 (covering all the variables) are obtained. We then take the summation of the inside scores of the longest spans 0, root, n, x n , F, T , T and 0, root, n, x n , F, T , F for all the x n ∈ A(X n:n ), and output the sum as the marginal weight. The total time complexity of running the partition function computing is O(n 3 ).
Theorem 1: The modified inside algorithm correctly computes the marginal weight.
Proof Sketch: It is sufficient to show that for each span i,
where β( i, j, b L , b R , b |x i:j ) represents the original inside score of the span given assignment x i:j . If this is true for every span, then it is easy to show that the output of our modified inside algorithm, which is the sum of the inside scores of the longest spans covering all the variables, is the marginal weightp(e). We prove the equation for every span using structural induction.
Base Case: for each span of length 2, both the original and modified inside scores are 1 and hence the equation can be shown to hold.
Induction: For a span returned by the JOIN operation,
Here are the explanations regarding the third and fourth sums of the second inductive step: The third sum refers to the sum over inside scores of all possible spans between i + 1 and p − 1. The fourth sum refers to the sum over inside scores of all possible spans between p + 1 and j − 1. The third equation is derived by merging three summations. The fourth equation is the definition of the inside score. For a span returned by CLOSE-LEFT,
For a span returned by CLOSE-RIGHT, it is similar to the CLOSE-LEFT case.
D. PROBABILITY COMPUTATION
Since we can compute both the marginal weight and the partition function in polynomial time, we can now compute the marginal probability in polynomial time as well:
Joint probability computation is a special case of marginal probability computation and therefore can also be done in polynomial time.
E. PARAMETER LEARNING
Given a set of training examples {x (d) } N d=1 , the standard training objective function is the negative log-likelihood, with two constraints on the parameter :
where X represents all possible assignments of random variables X. The normalization constraint on the parameters can be seen as a way of regularization and it also leads to a generative interpretation of the model similar to that of LDFM. For one sample with index d, the objective function is,
We use Exponentiated Gradient algorithm [6] to optimize the objective function. The gradient of the objective based on one training sample with index d is:
The gradient of the second term can be shown to be:
where 1[·] is the indicator function, α is the outside score, which can be tractably computed using the outside algorithm [17] showed in Algorithm 2. The inside score and
Algorithm 2 The Outside Algorithm
Input: data sample x (i) , a PLDFM with parameters for each span σ do α(σ ) ← 0 end for for s ∈ {T , F} do α( 0, n, F, T , s ) ← 1 end for for spanLength ← n − 1 to 1 do for i ← 0 to n − spanLength do The first term is the log partition function which can be computed using the modified inside algorithm as shown in section IV-C. We define the outside score
as the weight sum of all the partial dependency parses outside this span (i.e., the dependency parses that do not contain the partial parses represented by the span but are otherwise complete). We can show that its gradient can be computed using the modified inside and outside algorithms in a similar way as that of the second term.
F. ORDER SELECTION
In order to learn a PLDFM from data, we not only need to learn the model parameters but also must specify a linear order between the random variables. Here we propose a heuristic method for order selection. We construct a fully connected weighted graph in which each node is a random variable and the weight of each edge is the normalized mutual information between the two random variables connected by the edge:
where I (X i , X j ) is the mutual information between random variable X i and X j and H (X i ), H (X j ) are their entropies. We want to find an order of the nodes such that when we place the nodes horizontally in this order and draw all the edges above the nodes, the total weight of the crossings is minimized, where the weight of a crossing is defined to be the smaller of the two edge weights. This is equivalent to the problem of weighted crossing reduction in circular layouts and we employ the heuristic method of Baur and Brandes [2] to solve it. In the resulting order, correlated variables are more likely to be close to each other while uncorrelated variables are likely far apart. Figure 2 shows an overall procedure for learning a PLDFM from a set of training samples. 
V. RELATION BETWEEN PLDFMS AND SPNs
We show that each PLDFM can be converted in cubic time into a SPN, a previously proposed type of tractable probabilistic models, with polynomial increase in the model size. Therefore, PLDFMs can be seen as a special case of SPNs.
Given a PLDFM, we construct a SPN model in a bottom up procedure when running the modified inside algorithm for calculating the partition function Z ( ). We first create an initial SPN containing only indicator nodes (representing every possible assignment of every variable). Then we run the modified inside algorithm and whenever an operator is applied to a span, we add a new node into the SPN above the existing nodes.
• SEED creates a new span i,
So we add a product node to represent this span with its child nodes being the two indicators x i and x i+1 .
• CLOSE-LEFT operates on an unclosed span i, x i , j, x j , F, F, · (corresponding to a node in the SPN) and return VOLUME 7, 2019 a closed span. So we add a sum node to represent the closed span and connect the unclosed span as its only child. The weight of the edge between the two nodes is w x j |x i .
• CLOSE-RIGHT is similar to CLOSE-LEFT except that the weight of the new edge is w x i |x j .
• JOIN operates on two sub-spans and returns a connected span. The same span might be produced by invoking JOIN on different input sub-span pairs. So for each of the input sub-span pairs, we add a product node and connect it to the two child nodes representing the two sub-spans; then we add a sum node with each of the newly added product nodes as a child node with weight one. Finally, we add a root sum node that connects to the nodes representing the longest spans with weight one. The resulting SPN contains O(n 2 ) nodes and O(n 3 ) edges and its depth is O(n), where n is the number of variables. The SPN is consistent but not decomposable because the scopes of the two child nodes of each product node created from JOIN share one variable.
VI. SUM PRODUCT PROJECTIVE DEPENDENCY NETWORK
When the number of variables is large, the cubic time complexity for learning and inference is quite high. In this section, we follow the idea of [19] and create a hybrid model of PLDFMs and SPNs, called Sum Product Projective Dependency Networks (SP2DN). Like SPNs, SP2DNs are defined recursively as weighted sums and products of small SP2DNs, with PLDFMs as the leaves. For a PLDFM leaf node, we can define its scope as the set of variables it covers, and we can also check if a variable appears negated or nonnegated in the PLDFM by computing the marginal distribution of the variable. Therefore, we can define completeness, consistency and decomposability for SP2DNs in the same way as for SPNs. We require a valid SP2DN to be both complete and consistent. An example of SP2DNs is shown in Figure 3 .
Probabilistic inference in SP2DNs is quite simple. Given a partial assignment, we firstly use the inference algorithm from section IV-D to get the values of PLDFM leaves; then we do bottom up calculation on the sum nodes and product nodes to get the marginal weight at the root node.
To learn SP2DNs, we use the algorithm from [8] except that we learn the leaf PLDFM nodes using the methods described in section IV-D and IV-E. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
FIGURE 3.
We proposed projective LDFMs (PLDFMs) and sum-product projective dependence networks (SP2DNs), for which joint and marginal probabilities become tractable to compute while learning remains easy. Our extensive experiments on 29 datasets show that our models achieve competitive results with other probabilistic models.
Algorithm 3 SP2DN(D, X )
Input: a set of data samples D = {x (d) , d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }} and a set of variables X Output: a SP2DN representing the distribution. if |D| is less than a threshold or |X | is less than a threshold then return a leaf PLDFM that is learned from the training data D and variables X else if X can be partitioned into approximately independent subsets
VII. EXPERIMENTS
We compared our models with several well-known probabilistic models that can exactly compute the log-likelihood including Bayesian networks (BN), mixtures of trees (MT) [16] and SPNs.
For BN and MT, we used the Libra library [11] to learn the model structures and parameters. For SPN, we used the LearnSPN algorithm [8] . We used grid search to extensive tune the hyper-parameters of the learning algorithms on validation data.
We mainly compare our model with other state-of-theart probabilistic models based on the log-likelihood metric. Besides, to show the effectiveness of tractable inference, we provided the comparisons on conditional log-likelihood with Bayesian network, which is widely used and known that the marginal inference is intractable. As the computation on the likelihood and marginal probability of the original LDFM is not tractable, approximation methods may bias the comparisons. So it is unfair to compare with the original LDFM.
A. EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATASETS
We first tested our models on nine synthetic datasets that are widely used in the Bayesian network structure learning literature [25] . The datasets were sampled from ten Bayesian networks with 8-76 random variables of cardinalities 2-11. The detailed description of these dataset is shown in Table 1 . For each dataset, there are 500 and 5000 samples for training, 1000 samples for validation and 1000 samples for testing. Table 3 and Table 2 show the average test data loglikelihood of each model. Compared with other tractable models like MT and SPN, our models achieve higher test data log-likelihood. The results of BN are the best in most cases, which is because the training samples of the datasets are sampled from Bayesian networks.
B. PERFORMANCE OF LOG-LIKELIHOOD ON REAL WORLD DATASETS
We further performed experiments on 20 real datasets. These datasets are collected from diverse domains like clickthrough logs, plant habitats, nucleic acid sequences, collaborative filtering, and many others [8] . The numbers of variables in theses datasets range from 16 to 1556 and the numbers of training samples range from 2k to 388k. The detailed description of these dataset is shown in Table 6 . PLDFMs require O(n 3 ) time for gradient computation and hence cannot scale up to datasets with hundreds of random variables. Therefore, here we only report the results of SP2DNs. Table 7 shows the test data log-likelihood of BN, MT, SPN and SP2DN. It can be seen that our model can achieve superior performance on ten of the twenty datasets, most of which are datasets with larger numbers of variables.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF TRACTABLE INFERENCE ON BOTH SYNTHETIC AND REAL DATASETS
In this section, we show the effectiveness of tractable inference of the our models. As reported in Section VII-A, the loglikelihood of Bayesian network on the synthetic dataset generated from a Bayesian network is better than other probabilistic models. However, exact probabilistic inference for BN is intractable and approximate methods such as Gibbs sampling have to be used. So we then compared the performance of approximate inference for BN and exact inference for PLDFM and SP2DN.
For each dataset, we generated queries from the test set, varying the fraction of the randomly selected query and evidence variables. We report the results with 10% and 50% of the variables being the query and with 30% being the evidence. Table 4 and Table 5 show the conditional log likelihood averaged from 1000 queries for each dataset and each query/evidence fraction. It can be seen that our models with tractable exact inference significantly outperform BN with Gibbs sampling. This may demonstrate that for datasets generated from the same model family. If the probabilistic inference of the generation model is not tractable, the performance of the generation model may be worse when used at real probabilistic inference time.
Besides synthetic datasets, we provide a comparison of probabilistic inference on twenty real datasets. Following section VII-A, we performed experiments on query answering and Table 8 shows the results. Similar to the results shown in Table 5 , our model outperforms BN on all the 
VIII. ANALYSIS ON THE LEARNED PLDFM
A PLDFM can be regarded as modeling dynamic dependency relations among random variables. In Figure 4 , we provide a visualization of the learned PLDFM on the Asia dataset 2 and compare it with the structure of the gold Bayesian network. It can be seen that the structure of the learned PLDFM is very different from the gold Bayesian network. One reason of this difference is that the structures of PLDFMs and Bayesian networks have very different semantics. 
FIGURE 4.
Comparisons on the model structure between the PLDFM and the gold Bayesian network on the Asia dataset. Left: the gold Bayesian network for generating the Asia training samples. Right: the learned PLDFM on the training samples of the Asia dataset (the root symbol is omit) with order (X 1 , X 8 , X 4 , X 7 , X 6 , X 2 , X 5 , X 3 ). x i and x i represent the assignments of X i being true and false respectively. We only visualize dependencies with weights larger than 0.2. The thickness of the edges indicates the scale of edge weights. Note that here we visualize all possible dependencies in the PLDFM, not the projective trees in computing assignment probabilities.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a new type of tractable probabilistic models called projective latent dependency forest models, for which probabilistic inference can be performed in cubic time. Learning PLDFMs relies mostly on parameter optimization instead of the difficult procedure of structure search. We analyze the relation between PLDFMs and SPNs and show that PLDFMs can be seen as a subclass of SPNs. We then introduce sum product projective dependency networks, which is a combination of PLDFMs and SPNs that can achieve more efficient inference than PLDFMs. Empirical results show that our models are competitive with state-ofthe-art probabilistic models.
For the future work, the PLDFM can be formulated as an energy based model and conditional probabilistic model, such as the conditional random field (CRF). Due to recent process in maximum a posterior inference in SPNs [12] , [15] . we plan to apply our model in some sequence labeling tasks which may need long range dependency relationship that the PLDFM can provide.
